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Abstract 
In this paper a strategy is presented to construct a shape-preserving quasi-interpolant function expressed as a linear 
combination of quadratic splines with local support where the coefficients are given by the data. The quasi-interpolant 
is shown to be linear-reproducing, monotone and/or convex conforming to the data. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Shape-preserving interpolation and/or approximation methods appear of great interest when applied 
to graphical problems and to reconstruction of functions and curves according to the data. While 
many shape-preserving interpolant methods with different approaches have been presented in the last 
20 years (e.g. [5, 7, 8] and references quoted therein), little has been done for the definition of 
shape-preserving quasi-interpolant methods. 
The problem of constructing a quasi-interpolant shape-preserving function fitting a set of data 
{(xi, f(xi))}n=l, with X 1 ~ ' ' "  ~ Xn, in [xl,x,], expressed as
// 
i f (X ) :  Z f (x i )C i (x ) ,  xC  [Xl,Xn], (1)  
i :1  
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was solved by Beatson and Powell [3] and by Wu and Schaback [9], where the functions Ci were 
multiquadric functions. However, the quasi-interpolant defined in [3] requires the derivatives of f 
at the endpoints Xl and x,. This problem was subsequently solved by Conti et al. [6] through the 
use of natural cubic splines with no local support. 
In this work we present a shape-preserving quasi-interpolant spline of the form (1) where {Ci}~l 
are positive quadratic splines with local support. The quasi-interpolant tr defined here satisfies the 
Pl-reproduction property in [xl,x~], that is for any p E Pl, Ein_--I p(x i )C i (x )  : p(x), Vx E [xl,xn] and 
interpolates the first and the last data point. Furthermore, a satisfies hape-preserving properties, that 
is, if the data are monotone and/or convex, then tr is monotone and/or convex as well. 
Note that the quadratic functions C~ defined in this paper have a larger support than the usual 
quadratic B-splines but do guarantee the required properties of tr. 
As in [6], we assume that the values {f(xi)}n=l come from a function belonging to the space 
D-2L2(R), the space of all the functions with second derivatives in L2(~). Endowed with the scalar 
product 
( f ,  9)2 = f~ f"(x)g"(x) dx + f(a,  )9(al ) + f(a2)9(a2) (2) 
(where al,a2 are two distinct real points), D-2L2([~) is a Hilbert space. The proposed quasi- 
interpolant is obtained by approximating the right-hand side of the identity 
f (x )=( f ,H(x , . ) )2 ,  VxC•, 
where H is the reproducing kemel of the Hilbert space. 
Concerning the error bound, in [3] it is proved that if f C C2[xl,xn] the error of the multiquadric 
quasi-interpolant is (.9(h 2log h) with h = maxi= 1....... ~ {hi = Xi+l -xi }. By means of the Pl -reproduction 
property of our quasi-interpolant spline function, we obtain g0(h 2) as the error bound for any function 
f E C2[Xl,X,]. This is the same error bound obtained in [6]. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 some known properties of the reproducing kernel 
of the Hilbert space D-2L2(•) are listed. In Section 3, the strategy to construct the shape preserving 
quasi-interpolant spline function is described and a graph is shown to illustrate the behaviour of 
the basis functions Ci. In Section 4, the Pt-reproduction of the quasi-interpolant is proved and 
in Section 5 the shape-preserving properties of the quasi-interpolant are investigated. Finally, in 
Section 6, some graphs are shown to illustrate the behaviour of our approximant in comparison with 
the quasi-interpolants given in [6, 9]. 
2. Preliminaries 
The reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space D-2L2(•) is the map H : ~ x ~ ~ ~ satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) VxER, H(x,*)ED-2L2([~), 'v'yER, H(.,y) ED-2L2([~), (3) 
(ii) Vx R, Vf f (x)=(f ,H(x,*) )2.  
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where the scalar product ( f ,H(x,  o))2, defined by (2), is 
( f ,H(x,  "))2 = £ f" (Y))  
02H(x, y) 
dy+ E f(a)H(x,a). 
~y2 a=al ,a2 
(4) 
Following [2], it can be proved that for any x and y in •, H(x, y) meets the relation 
H(x, y )= v (x -y ) -  ~ pa(x)v(a-y)-  ~ p~(y)v(x-a) 
aEAo aEAo 
+ ~_, ~ p~(x)pb(y)v(a--b) + ~_~ pa(x)p~(y), 
aEAo bCAo aCAo 
(5) 
where v meets v(iV)=6 and 6 is the Dirac distribution. A possible example is the function v(x)= ~ [x[ 3 
or the function v(x)= i 3 g(x)+. Ao is a subset of R consisting of two distinct points and for a CAo, 
Pa is the degree 1 polynomial satisfying the conditions pa(a) = 1 if b E Ao and b ¢ a. We now give 
the definition of Pl-reproduction. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be the Hilbert space D-2L2(R), let E be an approximation operator E :X ---.X 
and Pl the space of degree 1 polynomials. Then the approximation operator E is Pl-reproducing if
and only if Vp E Pl E(p) = p. 
3. QuasMnterpolant spline function 
In this section a method is discussed to obtain a spline function quasi-interpolating the values 
{(xi, f(xi))}iC~_ where fEC2[xl,x,]. The approximation is done in two steps. First we derive a 
simple interpolant of the data, namely f * ,  which is a piecewise polynomial function belonging to 
D-2L2(R). Then we approximate the right-hand side of the identity f * (x )= (f*,H(x, O))  2. 
Let fEC2[Xl,Xn] be known at the points x;, i=  1 .. . .  ,n, and let hi=xi+,-xi, i=  1 . . . . .  n -1 .  Let 
us first define the function f *  as the interpolating cubic Hermite spline meeting f*(x i )= f(xi), i = 
1 ... .  , n, f*'(Xl ) = ( f (x2) - f (x l ) ) / (x2-x l  ), f*'(xi) = (f(xi)-f(xi-1))/(xi-xi- i  ), i = 2, . . . ,  n -1 .  In 
other words, the restriction of f *  to the interval [x~,xg<] is the cubic polynomial pf'; defined 
by 
f ,  i P3 (xi) = f(xi), 
f , i  P3 (Xi+l) = f(xi+l ), 
(pf, i),(xi) = f(xi) - f(xi- l  ), 
Xi - -  Xi - -  1 
(pf, i),(xi+ 1 ) = f(xi+l ) -- f(xi) 
Xi+ 1 - -  X i 
(6) 
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Outside the interval [x~,xn], the function f *  is defined by 
I f(xl) + f(x2) - f(xl)(x_xl) ' x<x,, 
f * (x )= x2 - xl (7) 
t f(x.)  + f(x.)  f(x._l)(x_x.), x>x.. 
Xn -- Xn-- 1 
So the function f *  is in D-2L2(g~). 
Now, we construct two sets of uniformly distributed points x l_ i=x~-  i .  h~, Xn+i=X. 
+ i -h . - l ,  i=  1,2,3, and we choose al =Xx and a2 =x..  Since f *  is in D-2L2(~), it meets the 
relation 
f~ ~32H(x' y) f*(x) = (f*)"(y) Oy2 dy + f*(al)H(x, al) + f*(az)H(x, a2), (8) 
i.e., 
n--I fXi+l . OZH(x, y) 
f*(x) = ~ Jx, (Pf")"(Y) dy + p{(x), (9) 
i=l C3y2 
where pf (x ) = f (xl )(x-x. )/(Xl -x.  ) + f (x. )(x-xl )/(Xn-Xl ) is the linear polynomial interpolating f 
at xl and at x.. 
We now want to make some piecewise polynomial approximation of f .  For this purpose, we ap- 
proximate the right-hand side of (9) by approximating the integral and/or the second partial derivative 
of H(x, .). In order to obtain a quadratic spline function, we substitute the second partial derivatives 
of H(x,.) in the right-hand side of (9), by some discrete derivative applied to OH(x,y)/dy. From 
now on, for simplicity, the partial derivative 
~?H(x, y) = _ ! (Ix-y[. (x-y)  - px,(x)lxl - YI " (x-y)  - px°(x)[x.-y I • (x-y))  (10) Oy 4 
will be denoted by Hy(x, y). The symbol D~,ig(xi ) will denote the approximation of the first derivative 
of a function 9 at the point xi Pz-exact, i.e. exact for every polynomial of degree two. D~,~9(xi) is
defined as 
1 
O~,i g (x i )= Z 7kY(Xi+k)' (11)  
k=- I  
where the coefficients / {Tk}k=-~,0,1 are as follows [4]: 
• - -h i 
7l-1 = hi- l(hi-1 ÷ hi)' 
7i O_h i -h i _ l  
hi- lhi ' 
hi-1 
7ll -- hi(hi_l + hi)" 
(12) 
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In each interval [xi,xi+l], i=  1,... ,n -  1, let us substitute ~2H(x,y)/~y 2 with D~,iHy(x, xi ). We thus 
obtain the following approximation of f :  
n-- 1 I'xi+ 1 
a(x) = Y~"D~'iHy(x'xi) x, (Pf ' i ) " (y)dy + p((x).  (13) 
i=l 
Let Ki, i = 0, . . . ,n + l, be the functions 
1 i H 1 1 (hihihi_, + hi_, )D~,iHy(x, xi) + --,~D2'i+ ' Ki(x) = h~_lD2,i_,Hv(x, xi_l ) y(X~Xi+l ) (14) 
and let ~o, ~,, ~.-1, ~., be the functions 
1 1 
$o(X) = ~D2,1Hy(X, Xl ) - Ko(X), 
1 l h! +h0Dl  
~,(x) = ff(Dz.zHy(x, x2 ) hohl 2" IHy(x 'x1  ) - KI(X)' 
(15) 
1 1 h . -1  + hn-2 1 H " 
~b"-l(X)= hT-~D2'"-2Hy(x'x"-2). . h7,-~,~-2 D2,,_1 y(X,X,_l)-- K,_,(x), 
1 l 
I~.(X) = -ff---n_tD2,n_lYy(x, n_l ) - X.(x). 
Then (13) can be written as 
n+l 
a(x) = ~ f(xi)Ki(x)  + f(xo)~o(X) + f (x ,  )~l(x) + f(x._,)~k._l(x) + f(x.)~k.(x) + pf(x) ,  (16) 
i=0 
where the extra values f(x0) and f (x.+l)  are defined by f * (xo)=2f (x l ) -  f (xz )  and f * (x .+ l )= 
2f (x . ) -  f (x ._ l ) .  From (5) it now follows that 
D~,iHy(x, xi ) ---- D~.iVy(X - xi ) - px, (x )D{,ivy(xl - xi ) - px.(x )D{,iVy(X. - xi ), (17) 
where D~,iVy(X - xi) = --Dl2,i~l.  x - xi[ • (x - xi)). Because of the uniform distribution of the added 
knots outside the interval [xl,x.], the functions D~.iHy(x, xi ) are equal to zero in [xl,x.] whenever 
i~<0 and i>~n+ 1. This implies that the functions Ki, i~<-1, i >~ n+2,  are equal to zero in [xl,x.] 
as well. 
In [xa,x.], ~r can be written in the form 
n+l 
~r(x) = ~_. f (xi)Ki(x)  + p((x).  (18) 
i--O 
Now with Ci, i----0 . . . . .  n + 1, let us denote the functions 
1 (hi + hi-1 1 l 
) D~',i l)y(X --  Xi ) ÷ -~iO2,i+l Vy(X --  Xi+ 1 ). (19) C/ (x ) :  h~-_lD2,i_lvy(xl -x i  1) hihi_l 
Since 
Ki(x) = C~(x) -  p~,(x)Ci(xl ) -  p~.(x)Ci(x.), (20) 
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the function tr in (18) can be expressed as 
n+l n+l n+l 
a(x) = ~ f(x~)Ci(x) - Px, (x) y~ f(x~ )Ci(x I ) -- px.(X) y~ f(xi )Ci(xn ) "~- pf(x) 
i=0 i=0 i=0 
or, in a more concise form, 
a(x) = fc(x) - pf~(x) + pf  (x) 
where fc  is the quasi-interpolant function 
n+l 
f c(x) = ~ f(xi)Ci(x) 
i=O 
and p(C is the polynomial of degree 1 interpolating fc  at Xl and x.. 
We can now state the following theorem 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
Theorem 3.1. The functions {Ci}ic Z defined in (19) are positive functions with local support on 
[Xi--2,Xi+2] , i E Z. 
Proof. Since D2,ig is a discretization of the first derivative of g at xi, P2-exact, and since the coeffi- 
, _ ~'-.~i+ 1 ~-,~i+ 1 cients c~i-i = 1~hi_l, ~i = -(hi'4-hi 1)/hihi-1, (~i+l : l/hi are such that z_.~i=i_ l ~j = 0, Z...aj=i--1 cghj = O, 
we can conclude that Ci is zero for x<<.xi-2 and x>~xi+2. 
To prove the positivity of Ci, we evaluate Ci and C[ at the knots Xi-z,Xi_~,xi,xi+l,x~+2. We obtain 
and 
Ci(x i -a)  = O, 
hi-2 
Ci(xi-1 ) = 
2(h/-2 + hi- 1 )' 
Ci(x i) = 1, 
hi+l 
Ci(Xi+l ) - 
2(hi + hi+l )' 
C i(xi+ 2 ) = 0, 
(24) 
C;(xi_2) = O, 
1 
C;(xi - I  ) = hi-2 -]- h i - l  ' 
c, : (x3 = o, 
1 
C;(Xi+l ) -  hi q- hi+l' 
C[  (x i+ 2 ) -~- O. 
(25) 
Considering that the first derivative of Ci is a linear piecewise function, we can conclude the proof. 
[] 
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Fig. 1. A function Ci, 
Fig. 1 shows the graph of a Ci function (the symbol '+ '  denotes the xi positions). 
4. Shape-preserving properties 
In this section we prove some properties of the approximant o- and the quasi-interpolant function 
fc  defined in the previous section. We first prove that a(x)=fc (x )  in [Xl,X,]. In addition, fc  
interpolates f at xl and Xn. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ~r and fc  be the functions defined by (18) and (23) respectively. Then ~r(x)= 
fc(x), Vx C [Xl,X,]. 
Proof. In fact, if we consider the value of fc  at x, we get 
fc(x~ ) = f(xo)Co(Xl ) + f(xl  )Cl(Xl ) q- f(x2)C2(Xl )
l 1 1 = f (xo) '~  + f (x l ) '~  + f (x2) '~  
= f(xl  ). (26) 
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In an analogous way we can obtain f c (x , )  = f (x , ) .  As a consequence, p(C = pf  and thereby, using 
(22) we obtain, for any x E [Xl,Xn], 
~r(x) = fc (x )  - p¢(x)  ÷ pf  (x) = fc (x ) .  [] (27) 
Using (13) we prove the Prreproduction of f c .  
To investigate the shape-preserving properties of f c ,  we begin by giving the following definition. 
Definition 4.2. A set of real values {(xi, f(xi))}i-l,...,n, Xl <. ''" <~Xn, is called monotone increasing 
(decreasing) if f (x i )~  f(Xi+l), i=  1 . . . . .  n -1  (f(xi)>/ f(xi+l), i=  1, . . . ,n - i )  and convex (con- 
cave) if Ai-1 ~Ai  <<.Ai+l, i=  1 , . . . ,n  - 2 (A i - l  >~Ai>>-Ai+l, i=  1 . . . . .  n - 2), where Ai=( f (x i+ l )  -- 
f (xi)) / (Xi+l -- xi), i=  1,... ,n--1. 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. I f  f is a monotone funct ion,  the quasi- interpolant spline fc  defined by (23) is 
monotone. 
Proof. Let Di, i = 0,. . . ,  n + 2, be the following functions: 
h i (x )  = O~,i_l Uy(X - x i_l ) -- O~,iUy(X - x i). 
The function f c  defined in (23) can be also written as 
(28) 
n+l 
f c (X) :  ~ f (x i ) -  f (x i -1  h@+l i :1 h i5  )L)i(x) - f (x ,+,  )D,+2(x) + f (xo)Do(x) .  (29) 
Furthermore, the following relations are true: 
D 
O 1 m 2,_ l l )y(X__X_ I )__  x X--I 
2 ' 
D12 oVy(X - Xo) = x - X o 
' 2 ' 
D~,n+ 1Vy(X - Xn+ 1 ) --  X -- Xn+ 1 
2 ' 
X -- Xn+ 2 
O~,n+2Vy(X -- Xn+2) = 
2 
so f c  can be written in the form 
(30) 
1 1 C0x , )  fc(x) = Z f (x i ) -  f(xi_l)bi(x) + ~.+ f(x.+~) + ~-~_lf(xo) 
,=, hi-, ~ _ ?2 
n+l 
= ~ f (x i )~f_ (x i - , )D i (x ) f (x .+, )  + f (xo)  
i= l  hi-i 2 2 
(31) 
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After differentiation, we get 
n+l ftc(X)= Z f(xi)~hif(xi-1)D;(x)" (32)  
i=1 " -  
We now prove that each piecewise linear function L); is a positive function with support on 
[xi_2,X~+l]. To do so, it is sufficient o evaluate this function at Xi-l and x~. Thus we obtain 
hi-1 hi-1 >~0. (33) 
3~(Xi_ 1 ) -- hi_2 ~- hi_l ~0, 3~(Xi) = hi_l -+- h~i 
This concludes the proof. [] 
Fig. 2 shows a L); function (the symbol '+ '  denotes the xi positions). 
The next theorem deals with convexity preservation. 
Theorem 4.4. I f  f is a convex function (concave), the quasi-interpolant spline fc  defined in (23) 
is convex (concave) too. 
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Proof. Let us show that if f is convex, or concave, then f~ is a monotone function. For this 
purpose, we use the following expression for f~: 
j~= - ~ Ai+'[ AiD~ilx, -x i l  A,2 An+,2 (34) 
i - - I  
Let x E [xi, xi+l ] for some i E { 1,. . . ,  n -  1 }. At each point x E (xi, xi+l ) the function f~ is differentiable, 
so we can write 
f~'(x) = ( Ai+, - Ai) . 7il +1 - (A i+2 - Ai+l )" 7i_+~, (35)  
where the coefficients yi_+~, 7il+l are defined by (12). 
This quantity is constant so that f~ is monotone in (x~,x~+~). We now go on to analyse the 
quantities 
f~(x i )  - f~(x) ,  f~(x)  - f~(xi+l). (36)  
After a little algebra we obtain 
t X - -  t = . fc( i) fc(X) (A~+, - A~).y'l(x,-x)+(Ai+z- Ai+l) y~(x-x~+,), 
(37)  
f~(x) - f~(x~+, ) = (A~+a - Ai). ~i l (X  - -  Xi+l ) ÷ (Ai+2 - -  Ai+l )" ~)/~l l (X i+ l  - -  X). 
The constant sign of the previous quantities concludes the proof. [] 
0.6 
In this section some graphs are shown to illustrate the behaviour of the shape-preserving spline 
function fc  in comparison with the quasi-interpolant defined in [6, 9]. For each example the graph 
of the first derivatives f~ is also shown to visualize the shape preservation properties. In all the 
figures, the data are denoted by the symbol '+'. It should be noted that, according to the support of 
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the basis functions involved in the definition of f~ (see (32) or (34)), if the data are only locally 
convex the method does not guarantee that the quasi-interpolant will have the same convexity as the 
data in the neighbour of change of the shape of the data. 
The first test relates to data given in [1]. In particular, Fig. 3 shows the shape-preserving quasi- 
interpolant fc function with the f~ behaviour. Note that fc satisfies the endpoint interpolation 
property and that the local support of the functions tsr'~is~+l~=0 guarantees a local linear reproduction. 
For comparison, for the same data set, Fig. 4 shows the quasi-interpolant defined by the method 
given in [9] for c= 1 C), c=0.5  ( - - ) ,  c=0.1( - )  respectively, and the cubic quasi-interpolant 
defined in [6]. 
The second test deals with functional data obtained by evaluating the function 
2x+l 
f (x )= l+2x- l '  xE[0.1,5] (38) 
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Fig. 6. Test 2: derivative of fc and error behaviour. 
at seven uniformly distributed knots. Fig. 5 shows the function and the shape-preserving quasi- 
interpolant fc while Fig. 9 shows the f~ graph. For this test a picture is also given showing the 
error behaviour as the number of the data points increases (7, 14, 21, 40, 80 uniformly distributed 
data points). 
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